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a marketplace for working life
There’s a brand new consumer walking around with a lifetime of work-related spending in their pocket. They need places to work, a computer, a pension,
healthcare, someone to calculate and pay their taxes, food and drink and everything else employers used to provide on their behalf. It’s not just a few
freelancers; everyone who works is having to do more and more themselves (30% of American workers are not working in employers’ offices on any
given day; 40% don’t work a contract with benefits; 50% of global workers bring their own devices to work). But a marketplace has yet to emerge that
does everything that employers have been doing for them: there’s no IT department, payroll company or HR outside the office; people don’t have access
to the same IFAs, accountants and lawyers; and while there are many new places to work, nobody’s really thought about what working life could look
like beyond offices now that people are choosing and paying for it themselves. work will create an entirely new marketplace of products & services that
fills the hole that employers are leaving behind. Our mission is not to recreate the same quality of working life that employers have been providing for
nearly a century now; our mission is to create A BETTER QUALITY OF WORKING LIFE now that the individual is choosing and paying for everything themselves.

the model
All the needs of modern working life arise when people are busy working (i.e. they’re hungry or thirsty, their computer is running slow, they have a tax question
when sending out an invoice, etc.). That’s why we need to be the place where people choose to work; by capturing people’s working time, we’ll capture the
market. Our business model differs from coworking as a consequence: workspace isn’t the product that we will be selling, it’s the market floor for selling
everything else. You can’t sell everything from IT to banking to a small group of the same regular customers sitting upstairs in offices you have to pay to get
into; you need a mass market. We will capture it by designing a better quality workspace than currently exists and putting it in public where people can walk
in and out of it freely. We will use workspace to buy the new consumer out of all the other places they currently work so that we can sell them everything else
they need in modern working life, starting with food & drink. As the customer base expands, we will layer on new products & services until eventually, the
lifetime value of each customer far exceeds what we could have ever brought in from renting them the desk & chair rather than giving it away for free.
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layer three: products & services
All the products & services that currently line today’s high streets were never designed to serve working life (Best Buy is not an IT department, business banking is for
businesses, not individuals, etc.). A market does exist for working life, but it’s for employers, not individuals. For example, employers lease equipment at wholesale
prices; individuals buy them outright at retail prices. Employers access the best private IFAs; individuals buy retirement plans from high street banks. Employers use
big payroll companies to calculate and pay taxes; individuals have to find local accountants. This marketplace exists because employers buy on behalf of a large
number of employees rather than on an individual basis. We will be able to do the same, but with the potential to scale much larger than any employer ever has.
That’s because the individual will be a customer rather than an employee and our goal is to have as many as possible, not as few - and, they will cut across employers.

3 QUALITIES

will draw people out of all the places they currently work and into ours...
It won’t be that hard to create a workspace that stands out from everything else. Workspaces today are where hotels were in the 1980s before hip hotels arrived - they satisfy
basic needs, but none tap into human desire. That’s because most new workspaces have built their model on office life, which was conceived by employers in a very different
era of work when desire was not a consideration. But it will be now that the people working inside them are choosing and paying for it themselves - and because more and more
people no longer need to be in one to do their jobs. These 3 qualities will radically challenge traditional thinking about where work has to be. They were the guiding principles
behind the architectural concepts that can be found in the business plan which were designed by Stéphane Fernandez, a French architect experienced in designing spaces
where people work (libraries, schools, etc.).

Locations where people love to spend their time.
We will take work out of the office and put it in places people love to be. For example, in a park, by the water,
inside inspiring architecture - places traditionally associated with play, where work does not currently exist.

Environments where people feel good. Literally.
The most successful brands have been influencing the way people feel in their spaces by carefully controlling all
the variables in their environment. The best hotels, aircraft manufacturers, malls, museums, schools, places of
worship and many others have turned environmental psychology into a science. A handful of workspaces have
applied a few of the principals, but always as an after-thought - nobody’s made it core to their design.

Places that take the monotony out of work.
By making work public. It’s the opposite of the home, the office and coworking. Each day in public is different
to the one before - it’s not the same boring commute, to sit at the same desk, in front of all the same faces.
People love working in cafes for that reason, but cafes aren’t workspaces. Nobody’s taken work public yet.

The working customer eats differently from the restaurant customer.

VARIATION
People will work in
our space much
more frequently
than they would
ever eat at the same
place (eating the
same thing over
and over is off-putting; working in the
same place is not).
People will eat with
us day after day if
every time they
walk up to the food
display they feel
they are walking
into a different
restaurant. That’s

SMALLER
PORTIONS
displaying who it’s
from so that people
see that we are
going beyond
simply delivering
food - it makes the
curation explicit and
allows us to project
our identity onto the
food. And we will do
the same with
drinks (e.g. buying
local craft coffee
beans). This is not
as complicated as it
may sound - Uber
Eats, Forkable, etc.
have already laid
the groundwork.

Our peak traffic
will be in between
meals - the opposite of restaurants.
This is when most
people are working. People will eat
with us outside of
mealtimes because
we will offer them
smaller portions
than a full meal - ⅓
the size - which will
satisfy any appetite
throughout the day.
People who want a
full meal can buy
more containers.
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OUR FOOD & DRINK WILL BE DESIGNED FOR WORK

SPEED
Customers who
work stay longer.
Someone who
works stays 100
minutes on average versus 30
for someone who
doesn’t. (We know
this from 500
hours observing
people at work
in cafes.) People
usually only order
more than once if
they don’t have to
wait in line again
(i.e. someone takes

their order). We
won’t have lines;
customers will
pick up their food
and pay for it themselves through one
of our terminals
or on one of their
devices. They’ll
also order and pay
for their drinks this
way, which they
can either pick up
themselves or have
delivered to the
table where they’re
working.

CORE TEAM
Two of us have known each other for fifteen years; the three of us for five. What defines us as a team is our differences, not our similarities. We were each born
and/or have lived in different countries, we’ve worked very different unrelated careers and we are a mixed gender team. We each see the world through very
different eyes, which means we don’t always agree. But as we’re in our 40s rather than our 20s, these differences don’t serve to split us apart - they make us
stronger. This is the core team that will make work their life’s work. To learn more about the architect, visit fernandez-serres-architecte.com.

ETHAN SEGAL
Ethan Segal has been a founder of several advertising agencies. These agencies became multi-million dollar businesses with 50+ staff
handling clients like British Airways, The BBC and Orange. One was bought by M&C Saatchi; another is now part of TBWA. All of them
became among the top ten most heavily awarded in their field. Ethan was Strategy Director, but having started these agencies with no
clients, revenue or staff, he was used to doing just about everything from leading pitches and client accounts to writing ads.
l K @

+33 6 95 33 75 67

JODY POU
Jody Pou has built her own independent creative brand in diverse artistic fields. She created the start-up netlabel, shskh.com, for which
she commissioned pieces & directed recording sessions in NYC studios (Avatar and Clinton). Her books have been published by the
French National Book Center. She has won two first prizes from the Paris Conservatory and has sung as a soloist at the Paris Opera. She’s
also a visual artist selling her work on the Saatchi Gallery online. Jody brings retail and real estate experience to the team too - she’s Vice
President of her family’s retail property corporation. She brings knowledge in everything from tenant negotiations to city council ordinances.
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ALEX LEDSOM
Alex Ledsom has over fifteen years’ experience in Project Management & Operations both in consultancy firms and large multinational
blue chip organizations (J.P.Morgan Private Bank, International Herald Tribune, the UK Government). She has run multiple projects
and teams of different sizes, mentoring staff & managing client expectations. She has sat on Management Boards, helping to reduce
overheads & increase productivity, as well as being responsible for business forecasting, revenue projections and company strategy.
l K @

+33 6 52 36 77 07

FINANCIALS
Projections for the food & drink business were built from the traffic that passes through Starbucks every day who use it as a workspace. It’s the closest
business to model revenue upon - more people work there than any other place and they sell food & drink. We collected the data for working traffic
ourselves (stripping out leisure customers) from the 500 hours spent in their stores and verified it against Starbucks annual reports - we feel confident
about these projections. What we don’t feel confident about is projecting the scale of the business beyond food & drink. Every new product & service will
have a different business model and costs and will require a lot of planning before a projection of any meaning can be made. What we do know is the
scale of the business that’s been supporting employers. Employers are spending roughly $25,000 on each employee after salary*. This money goes to
a lot of places like payroll companies (who charge a few dollars for every paycheck), technology leasing firms ($1,500 per employee each year), real estate
and associated costs ($11,000 per employee each year), training ($1,200 per employee each year) and many others. The scale of what individuals spend
outside employers is very hard to measure (this is a new trend and many products & services to serve the new consumer have not yet been invented),
but WeWork’s valuation of $20 billion offers an early indication of what investors are predicting this new consumer is worth - $550,000 per customer.
*This number varies widely from employer to employer (companies like Google spend much more; McDonald’s much less).

PROFIT & LOSS
Y1-Y5

The revenue projection per branch places us in the middle of some well known fast food and fast casual restaurant brands (McDonald’s, Chipolte
and Panera all have a similar annual turnover per branch). The principle for pricing everything in this business - from the building materials to the
coffee bean - is quality (quality is how we intend to earn this new consumer). The business plan includes a lot more depth behind these figures.
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YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

1,560,161

1,716,177

1,887,794

1,982,184

2,081,293

Cost of sales

575,149

630,306

691,729

725,853

761,117

GROSS PROFIT

985,012

1,085,871

1,196,065

1,256,331

1,320,176
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397,886
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31,203
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27,642

114,820

219,866

277,300

338,171

Revenue

€

Operating Expenses
Labor

€

Occupancy
Administrative
PBIT

€

INVESTMENT
PARTIALLY RECOVERABLE COSTS
Security deposit

€

75,000

Environmental equipment (air quality, sound, etc)

79,220

Food & drink equipment

56,270

Other equipment (fire, security, etc.)

17,205

Technology

48,000

Furniture

153,600

Contingency
Subtotal

85,000
€

514,295

SUNK COSTS
Renovation

850,000

First month’s rent

25,000

Estate agent fees

3,750

Utilities

700

Inventory (2 months)

41,729

Recruitment, training, uniforms

7,420

Expenses

50,000

Other

2,160

Subtotal

€

980,759

WORKING CAPITAL

€

25,542

CORE TEAM SALARIES (3)

€

210,000

TOTAL

€

1,730,596

This is the expenditure for a minimum viable product, renovating an existing space
rather than a new build. When the concept is proven, we expect this figure to rise
significantly per branch given the importance of space in building the brand. Conversely,
we expect the cost of space to become proportionately smaller in the overall financial
picture as more and more products & services are introduced and sold through the
same spaces (at which point we see space becoming a marketing line item).
As a point of reference, a single branch of McDonald’s can cost $550k to renovate an
existing space and between $1-2 million to construct depending upon geography, size
etc. A branch of Starbucks (at least half the size with far less equipment) is between
$350k - $500k to renovate (they rarely build). An Apple Store can cost $1-2 million
to renovate an existing space and $8.5 - $10 million for a new build (and their flagships
are much higher - the new San Francisco store was $23.6 million).
Salaries for the core team have been kept off the P&L. That’s because it’s the P&L for
a single unit of work and as the business scales, no single unit of work will ever carry
their full cost nor will they be necessary to the day to day operations of any single unit.
The core team will take a salary that’s below what they’ve previously earned. They’ve
already invested over two years of labor without pay. The same goes for the architect,
who has produced concepts for the workspace without pay.
If we only ever sold food, drink and reservations in a single unit of work, the payback
period would be in year 9. This is long for a restaurant (although not for a hotel), but
this is not a business plan for a restaurant. The high cost of the workspace is targeting
much more than just the eating and drinking wallets of our customers, but satisfying
all those needs on day one is unrealistic. This seed funding is ultimately an investment
into the longer term vision - It will fund the prototype that will earn us the new consumer.
Further rounds of funding will transform us from a workspace selling food, drink and
reservations into an entire marketplace for working life.

